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Born to Run
From New York Times bestselling, award-winning author Ann Packer, a “tour de
force family drama” (Elle) that explores the secrets and desires, the remnant
wounds and saving graces of one California family, over the course of five decades.
Bill Blair finds the land by accident, three wooded acres in a rustic community
south of San Francisco. The year is 1954, long before anyone will call this area
Silicon Valley. Struck by a vision of his future family, Bill buys the property and
proposes to Penny Greenway, a woman whose yearning attitude toward life
appeals to him. In less than a decade they have four children. Yet Penny is a
mercurial housewife, overwhelmed and undersatisfied, chafing at the conventions
confining her. Years later, the three oldest Blair children, adults now and still living
near the family home, are disrupted by the return of the youngest, whose sudden
presence sets off a struggle over the family’s future. One by one, they tell their
stories, which reveal Packer’s “great compassion for her characters, with their
ancient injuries, their blundering desires. The way she tangles their perspectives
perfectly, painfully captures the tumult of selves within a family” (MORE
Magazine). Reviewers have praised Ann Packer’s “brilliant ear for character” (The
New York Times Book Review) and her “naturalist’s vigilance for detail, so that her
characters seem observed rather than invented” (The New Yorker). Her talents are
on dazzling display in The Children’s Crusade, “an absorbing novel that celebrates
family even as it catalogs its damages” (People, Book of the Week). This is a
“superb storyteller” (San Francisco Chronicle), Ann Packer’s most deeply affecting
book yet, “tragic and utterly engrossing” (O, The Oprah Magazine).

Durable Goods
Set in the second half of the nineteenth century, in the American and Canadian
West and in Victorian England, The Last Crossing is a sweeping tale of interwoven
lives and stories Charles and Addington Gaunt must find their brother Simon, who
has gone missing in the wilds of the American West. Charles, a disillusioned artist,
and Addington, a disgraced military captain, enlist the services of a guide to lead
them on their journey across a difficult and unknown landscape. This is the
enigmatic Jerry Potts, half Blackfoot, half Scottish, who suffers his own painful past.
The party grows to include Caleb Ayto, a sycophantic American journalist, and Lucy
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Stoveall, a wise and beautiful woman who travels in the hope of avenging her
sister’s vicious murder. Later, the group is joined by Custis Straw, a Civil War
veteran searching for salvation, and Custis’s friend and protector Aloysius Dooley,
a saloon-keeper. This unlikely posse becomes entangled in an unfolding drama
that forces each person to come to terms with his own demons. The Last Crossing
contains many haunting scenes – among them, a bear hunt at dawn, the meeting
of a Métis caravan, the discovery of an Indian village decimated by smallpox, a
sharpshooter’s devastating annihilation of his prey, a young boy’s last memory of
his mother. Vanderhaeghe links the hallowed colleges of Oxford and the pleasure
houses of London to the treacherous Montana plains; and the rough trading posts
of the Canadian wilderness to the heart of Indian folklore. At the novel’s centre is
an unusual and moving love story. The Last Crossing is Guy Vanderhaeghe’s most
powerful novel to date. It is a novel of harshness and redemption, an epic
masterpiece, rich with unforgettable characters and vividly described events, that
solidifies his place as one of Canada’s premier storytellers.

Sudden Death
Frank Bascombe, in the aftermath of his divorce and the ruin of his career, has
entered an 'Existence Period' - selling real estate in New Jersey and mastering the
high-wire act of normalcy. But over one Fourth of July weekend, Frank is called into
sudden, bewildering engagement with life. Independence Day is a moving,
peerlessly funny odyssey through America and through the layered consciousness
of one of its most compelling literary incarnations, conducted by a novelist of
extraordinary empathy and perception.

The Pugilist at Rest
Another classic from the author of the internationally bestselling The Outsiders
Continue celebrating 50 years of The Outsiders by reading this companion novel.
That Was Then, This is Now is S. E. Hinton's moving portrait of the bond between
best friends Bryon and Mark and the tensions that develop between them as they
begin to grow up and grow apart. "A mature, disciplined novel which excites a
response in the reader . . . Hard to forget."—The New York Times

House of Sand and Fog
The Innovation Code The Creative Power of Constructive Conflict Harmony is
sublime in music but deadly to innovation. The only way to create new, hybrid
solutions is to clash. Innovation happens when we bring people with contrasting
perspectives and complementary areas of expertise together in one room. We
innovate best with people who challenge us, not people who agree with us. It
sounds like a recipe for chaos and confusion. But in The Innovation Code, Jeff
DeGraff, dubbed the “Dean of Innovation,” and Staney DeGraff introduce a simple
framework to explain the ways different kinds of thinkers and leaders can create
constructive conflict in any organization. This positive tension produces ingenious
solutions that go far beyond “the best of both worlds.” Drawing on their work with
nearly half of the Fortune 500 companies, the DeGraffs help you harness the
creative energy that arises from opposing viewpoints. They identify four
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contrasting styles of innovator—the Artist, the Engineer, the Athlete, and the
Sage—and include exercises and assessments for building, managing, and
embracing the dynamic discord of a team that contains all four. You can also figure
out where you fit on the continuum of innovator archetypes. Using vivid examples,
The Innovation Code offers four steps to normalize conflict and channel it to
develop something completely new. By following these simple steps, you will get
breakthrough innovations that are both good for you and your customers. This is a
rigorous but highly accessible guide for achieving breakthrough solutions by
utilizing the full—and seemingly contradictory—spectrum of innovative thinking.

When Captain Flint Was Still a Good Man
This is another sensational collection from Luke Kennard packed with humour and
his heady mix of crazy animistic narrators and surreal mise-en-scene. Taking off
from his much celebrated second collection, The Harbour Beyond the Movie which
was shortlisted for the 2007 Forward Prize for Poetry, this book will delight
Kennard's readers and find him even more fans. Not to be missed.

The Children's Crusade
From the bestselling author of Women Talking, a "wrenchingly honest, darkly funny
novel" (Entertainment Weekly). Elf and Yoli are sisters. While on the surface
Elfrieda's life is enviable (she's a world-renowned pianist, glamorous, wealthy, and
happily married) and Yolandi's a mess (she's divorced and broke, with two
teenagers growing up too quickly), they are fiercely close-raised in a Mennonite
household and sharing the hardship of Elf's desire to end her life. After Elf's latest
attempt, Yoli must quickly determine how to keep her family from falling apart
while facing a profound question: what do you do for a loved one who truly wants
to die? All My Puny Sorrows is a deeply personal story that is as much comedy as it
is tragedy, a goodbye grin from the friend who taught you how to live.

The Migraine Hotel
Robard Hewes has driven across the country in search of a woman named Buena
who, twelve years ago, infused him with a feeling that has now turned into
obsession. Sam Newel has travelled from Chicago seeking the missing piece of
himself. They both find themselves on an uncharted hunting island in the
Mississippi owned by an old man named Lamb. When these men converge on this
strange land, each discovers the thing he's looking for yet triggers a conflagration
of inevitable violence in this tense and brutal yet moving tale.

The Sportswriter
In this novel of menace and eroticism, Richard Ford updates the tradition of Conrad
for the age of cocaine smuggling. The setting is Oaxaca, Mexico, where Harry
Quinn has come to free his girlfriend's brother, Sonny, from jail and furthermore
get him away from the suavely sadistic drug dealer who suspects Sonny of having
cheated him.
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Gatherings from Spain
Smart Women
In this magically evocative novel, William Maxwell explores the enigmatic gravity
of the past, which compels us to keep explaining it even as it makes liars out of us
every time we try. On a winter morning in the 1920s, a shot rings out on a farm in
rural Illinois. A man named Lloyd Wilson has been killed. And the tenuous
friendship between two lonely teenagers—one privileged yet neglected, the other a
troubled farm boy—has been shattered.Fifty years later, one of those boys—now a
grown man—tries to reconstruct the events that led up to the murder. In doing so,
he is inevitably drawn back to his lost friend Cletus, who has the misfortune of
being the son of Wilson's killer and who in the months before witnessed things that
Maxwell's narrator can only guess at. Out of memory and imagination, the
surmises of children and the destructive passions of their parents, Maxwell creates
a luminous American classic of youth and loss. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Innovation Code
A New York Times Notable Book for 2011 Since the 1960s, ideas developed during
the civil rights movement have been astonishingly successful in fighting overt
discrimination and prejudice. But how successful are they at combating the whole
spectrum of social injustice-including conditions that aren't directly caused by
bigotry? How do they stand up to segregation, for instance-a legacy of racism, but
not the direct result of ongoing discrimination? It's tempting to believe that civil
rights litigation can combat these social ills as efficiently as it has fought blatant
discrimination. In Rights Gone Wrong, Richard Thompson Ford, author of the New
York Times Notable Book The Race Card, argues that this is seldom the case. Civil
rights do too much and not enough: opportunists use them to get a competitive
edge in schools and job markets, while special-interest groups use them to
demand special privileges. Extremists on both the left and the right have hijacked
civil rights for personal advantage. Worst of all, their theatrics have drawn
attention away from more serious social injustices. Ford, a professor of law at
Stanford University, shows us the many ways in which civil rights can go terribly
wrong. He examines newsworthy lawsuits with shrewdness and humor, proving
that the distinction between civil rights and personal entitlements is often anything
but clear. Finally, he reveals how many of today's social injustices actually can't be
remedied by civil rights law, and demands more creative and nuanced solutions. In
order to live up to the legacy of the civil rights movement, we must renew our
commitment to civil rights, and move beyond them.

Independence Day
After the universe is cast into chaos, an unlikely band of people must join together.
With the help of the Archangel Gabriel, they must work to find the Four Horsemen
and stop Lucifer's plan to rule over all life in the Universe. Can they stop his
devious plot, or will the universe be cast into darkness from his corruption?
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The Last Crossing
In his second collection of short fiction, Richard Ford captures relationships at
complex and essential moments of truth — exploring the obscure difference
between privacy and intimacy, the fine distinction of pleasing another as opposed
to oneself, and the need for reliance tempered by fearful vulnerability. The three
stories take us from the plains of Montana, to the streets of Paris, to the suburbs of
Chicago. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Canada
Thom Jones made his literary debut in The New Yorker in 1991. Within six months
his stories appeared in Harper's, Esquire, Mirabella, Story, Buzz, and in The New
Yorker twice more. "The Pugilist at Rest" - the title story from this stunning
collection - took first place in Prize Stories 1993: The O. Henry Awards and was
selected for inclusion in Best American Short Stories 1992. He is a writer of
astonishing talent. Jones's stories - whether set in the combat zones of Vietnam or
the brittle social and intellectual milieu of an elite New England college, whether
recounting the poignant last battles of an alcoholic ex-fighter or the hallucinatory
visions of an American wandering lost in Bombay in the aftermath of an epileptic
fugue - are fueled by an almost brutal vision of the human condition, in a world
without mercy or redemption. Physically battered, soul-sick, and morally
exhausted, Jones's characters are yet unable to concede defeat: his stories are
infused with the improbable grace of the spirit that ought to collapse, but cannot.
For in these extraordinary pieces of fiction, it is not goodness that finally redeems
us, but the heart's illogical resilience, and the ennobling tenacity with which we
cling to each other and to our lives. The publication of The Pugilist at Rest is a
major literary event, heralding the arrival of an electrifying new voice in American
fiction, and a writer of magnificent depth and range. With these eleven stories,
Thom Jones takes his place among the ranks of this country's most important
authors.

The Ultimate Good Luck
The Instant New York Times Bestseller Shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal for
Excellence in Nonfiction A searing, deeply moving memoir about family, love, loss,
and forgiveness from the critically acclaimed, bestselling National Book Awardwinning author of The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian. Family
relationships are never simple. But Sherman Alexie's bond with his mother Lillian
was more complex than most. She plunged her family into chaos with a drinking
habit, but shed her addiction when it was on the brink of costing her everything.
She survived a violent past, but created an elaborate facade to hide the truth. She
selflessly cared for strangers, but was often incapable of showering her children
with the affection that they so desperately craved. She wanted a better life for her
son, but it was only by leaving her behind that he could hope to achieve it. It's
these contradictions that made Lillian Alexie a beautiful, mercurial, abusive,
intelligent, complicated, and very human woman. When she passed away, the
incongruities that defined his mother shook Sherman and his remembrance of her.
Grappling with the haunting ghosts of the past in the wake of loss, he responded
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the only way he knew how: he wrote. The result is a stunning memoir filled with
raw, angry, funny, profane, tender memories of a childhood few can imagine, much
less survive. An unflinching and unforgettable remembrance, YOU DON'T HAVE TO
SAY YOU LOVE ME is a powerful, deeply felt account of a complicated relationship.
One of the most anticipated books of 2017--Entertainment Weekly and Bustle

Rights Gone Wrong
This trilogy of brilliant novels - The Sportswriter, Independence Day, and The Lay of
the Land - that charts the life and times of one of the most beloved and enduring
characters in modern fiction. When we meet Frank Bascombe in The Sportswriter,
his unguarded voice instantly wins us over and pulls us into a life that has been
irrevocably changed by the loss of a marriage, a career, a child. We then follow
Frank, ever brilliantly and hilariously observant, through Independence Day and
The Lay of the Land, witnessing his fortune's rise and his family's fragmentation
and reintegration. With finely honed prose and an eye that captures the most
subtle nuances of the human condition in all its pathos, humour, beauty and
strangeness, Richard Ford transforms Frank Bascombe's life into a riveting moving
parable of life in America today.

The Lay of the Land
From the Man Booker–short-listed author of The Northern Clemency, a family and a
nation—Bangladesh—are forged through storytelling, conversation, jokes, feuds,
blood, songs, bravery, and sacrifice In late 1970 a boy named Saadi is born into a
large, defiantly Bengali family in eastern Pakistan. Months later the country splits
in two, in what will become one of the most ferocious twentieth-century civil wars.
Saadi tells the story of his childhood and of the ingenious ways his family survived
the violence and conflicts: from his aunts stuffing him endlessly with sweets to
stop marauding soldiers from hearing him cry, to street games based on American
television shows; from the basement compartment his grandfather built to hide his
treasured books, pictures, and music until after the war, to the daily gossip about
each and every one of the relatives, servants, and neighbors. Scenes from Early
Life is a beautifully detailed novel of profound empathy—an attempt to capture the
collective memory of a family and a country. At once heartbreaking and
surprisingly funny, Scenes from Early Life is based on the life of Philip Hensher's
husband, and as such it is at once a memoir, a novel, and a history. As this
remarkable writer brings the past to life, we come to feel, vividly and viscerally,
that Saadi's family—and its struggles and triumphs—are our own. Scenes form
Early Life is the winner of the 2013 Royal Society of Literature Ondaatje Prize for a
distinguished work of fiction, non-fiction or poetry, evoking the spirit of a place.

Wildlife
The National Book Award finalist, Oprah’s Book Club pick, #1 New York Times
bestseller and basis for the Oscar-nominated motion picture A recent immigrant
from the Middle East—a former colonel in the Iranian Air Force—yearns to restore
his family’s dignity in California. A recovering alcoholic and addict down on her luck
struggles to hold onto the one thing she has left?her home. And her lover, a
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married cop, is driven to extremes to win her love. Andre Dubus III’s unforgettable
characters—people with ordinary flaws, looking for a small piece of ground to stand
on—careen toward inevitable conflict. Their tragedy paints a shockingly true
picture of the country we live in today.

That Was Then, This Is Now
Women With Men
A 1599 Roman tennis match between the Italian painter Caravaggio and the
Spanish poet Quevedo represents the way the world changed in their times, in a
novel that goes from the execution of Anne Boleyn to Mexico after the conquest.

A Piece of My Heart
Richard Ford, one of the finest American novelists and short-story writers,
introduced the first Granta Book of the American Short Story, which Granta Books
published in 1992. It became the definitive anthology of American short fiction
written in the last half of the twentieth century. In the fourteen years since, Ford
has been reading new stories and rereading old ones and selecting new favourites.
This new collection, again of more than forty writers, expands Ford's original choice
to include stories that he regretted overlooking first time around as well as many
by a new generation of writers, among them Sherman Alexie, Junot Diaz, Deborah
Eisenberg, Nell Freudenberg, Matt Klam, Jhumpa Lahiri and Z. Z. Packer. None of
the stories (though a few of the writers) was in the first volume. Published to
critical acclaim in hardback in 2007, this book is an essential companion volume to
the first collection.

You Don't Have to Say You Love Me
In these ten stories, Ford mines literary gold from the wind-scrubbed landscape of
the American West - and from the guarded hopes and gnawing loneliness of the
people who live there. A refugee from justice driving across Wyoming with his
daughter; an unhappy girlfriend and a stolen Mercedes; a boy watching his family
dissolve in a night of tragicomic violence; two men and a woman swapping hardluck stories in a frontier bar as they try to sweeten their luck. Rock Springs is a
masterpiece of taut narration, cleanly chiselled prose, and empathy so generous
that it feels like a kind of grace.

Let Me Be Frank With You
Every fall, the men of Loyalty Island sail from the Olympic Peninsula up to the
Bering Sea to spend the winter catching king crab. Their dangerous occupation
keeps food on the table but constantly threatens to leave empty seats around it.
To Cal, Alaska remains as mythical and mysterious as Treasure Island, and the
stories his father returns with are as mesmerizing as those he once invented about
Captain Flint before he turned pirate. But while Cal is too young to accompany his
father, he is old enough to know that everything depends on the fate of those few
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boats thousands of miles to the north. He is also old enough to feel the tension
between his parents over whether he will follow in his father's footsteps. And old
enough to wonder about his mother's relationship with John Gaunt, owner of the
fleet. Then Gaunt dies suddenly, leaving the business in the hands of his son, who
seems intent on selling away the fishermen's livelihood. Soon Cal stumbles on
evidence that his father may have taken extreme measures to salvage their way of
life. As winter comes on, his suspicions deepening and his moral compass
shattered, he is forced to make a terrible choice.

Sorry for Your Trouble
From American master Richard Ford, a memoir: his first work of nonfiction, a
stirring narrative of memory and parental love How is it that we come to consider
our parents as people with rich and intense lives that include but also exclude us?
Richard Ford’s parents—Edna, a feisty, pretty Catholic-school girl with a difficult
past; and Parker, a sweet-natured, soft-spoken traveling salesman—were rural
Arkansans born at the turn of the twentieth century. Married in 1928, they lived
“alone together” on the road, traveling throughout the South. Eventually they had
one child, born late, in 1944. For Ford, the questions of what his parents dreamed
of, how they loved each other and loved him become a striking portrait of
American life in the mid-century. Between Them is his vivid image of where his life
began and where his parents’ lives found their greatest satisfaction. Bringing his
celebrated candor, wit, and intelligence to this most intimate and mysterious of
landscapes—our parents’ lives—the award-winning storyteller and creator of the
iconic Frank Bascombe delivers an unforgettable exploration of memory, intimacy,
and love.

Blue Collar, White Collar, No Collar
Over the past seven years, Bruce Springsteen has privately devoted himselfto
writing the story of his life, bringing to these pages the same honesty, humor, and
originality found in his songs. He describes growing up Catholic in Freehold, New
Jersey, amid the poetry, danger, and darkness that fueled his imagination, leading
up to the moment he refers to as The Big Bang: seeing Elvis Presley s debut on The
Ed Sullivan Show. He vividly recounts his relentless drive to become a musician, his
early days as a bar band king in Asbury Park, and the rise of the E Street Band.
With disarming candor, he also tells for the first time the story of the personal
struggles that inspired his best work. Born to Run will be revelatory for anyone who
has ever enjoyed Bruce Springsteen, but this book is much more than a legendary
rock star s memoir. This is a book for workers and dreamers, parents and children,
lovers and loners, artists, freaks, or anyone who has ever wanted to be baptized in
the holy river of rock and roll. Rarely has a performer told his own story with such
force and sweep. Like many of his songs ("Thunder Road, "Badlands." "Darkness on
the edge of Town. "The River" "Born in the U.S.A." "The Rising, " abd "The Ghost of
Tom Joad," to name just a few). Bruce Springsteen s autobiography is written with
the lyricism of a singular songwriter and the wisdom of a man who has thought
deeply about his experiences.

So Long, See You Tomorrow
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Scenes from Early Life
A history of American ideas about life and death discusses how the age of
discovery, Darwin's theories of evolution, and the space age changed ideas about
life on Earth.

Ten Garments Every Man Should Own
Cultivate your own effortless style with this accessible handbook to quality
menswear. Dressing well matters and it is easily within the grasp of any man, no
matter his station in life, age, or budget. The problem today is that men don’t know
where to turn for help in building a wardrobe that is classic in style, fit, and quality,
as well as sustainable and environmentally responsible. Ten Garments Every Man
Should Own is a practical and entertaining guide to dressing better by building a
classic, ethically minded wardrobe, with each chapter covering an essential piece
— shirt, jacket, hat, leather shoes, and more. This book cuts through the clutter of
online “experts” and fashion magazines, revealing the truth about what really
makes a garment worth investing in and owning — how it should be made, how it
should fit, and how it should make a man look.

All My Puny Sorrows
On the hot Texas army base she calls home, Katie spends the lazy days of her
summer waiting: waiting to grow up; waiting for Dickie Mack to fall in love with her;
waiting for her breasts to blossom; waiting for the beatings to stop. Since their
mother died, Katie and her older sister, Diane, have struggled to understand their
increasingly distant, often violent father. While Diane escapes into the arms of her
boyfriend, Katie hides in her room or escapes to her best friend’s house—until
Katie’s admiration for her strong-willed sister leads her on an adventure that
transforms her life. Written with an unerring ability to capture the sadness of
growth, the pain of change, the nearly visible vibrations that connect people, this
beautiful novel by the bestselling author of Open House reminds us how
wonderful—and wounding—a deeper understanding of life can be.

Writers & Company
Frank Bascombe has a younger girlfriend and a job as a sportswriter. To many men
of his age, thirty-eight, this would be a cause for optimism, yet Frank feels the pull
of his inner despair and especially of his recent losses - his preferred career has
ended, his wife has divorced him, and a tragic accident took his elder son. In the
course of this Easter weekend, Frank will lose all the remnants of his familiar life,
though he will emerge heroic with spirits soaring. This is a magnificent novel that
propelled Richard Ford into the first rank of American writers.

I Suck at Girls
With The Sportswriter, in 1985, Richard Ford began a cycle of novels that ten years
later – after Independence Day won both the Pulitzer Prize and the PEN/Faulkner
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Award – was hailed by The Times of London as “an extraordinary epic [that] is
nothing less than the story of the twentieth century itself.” Frank Bascombe’s story
resumes, in the fall of 2000, with the presidential election still hanging in the
balance and Thanksgiving looming before him with all the perils of a post-nuclear
family get-together. He’s now plying his trade as a realtor on the Jersey shore and
contending with health, marital and familial issues that have his full attention: “all
the ways that life seems like life at age fifty-five strewn around me like poppies.”
Richard Ford’s first novel in over a decade: the funniest, most engaging (and
explosive) book he’s written, and a major literary event. From the Hardcover
edition.

Between Them
Great Falls, Montana, is where the Rockies end and where, in 1960, the Brinson
family hopes to find a better life. Instead, sixteen-year-old Joe Brinson watches his
parents discover the limits of their marriage and, at the same time, the
unexpected depths of dignity and courage that remain even when love dies. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

The Mansion of Happiness
Two thirtysomethings try to find their way through the complications of postmarriage love in this beloved novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Judy Blume. Margo and B.B. are each divorced, and each is trying to reinvent her
life in Colorado—while their respective teenage daughters look on with a mixture of
humor and horror. But even smart women sometimes have a lot to learn—and they
will, when B.B.’s ex-husband moves in next door to Margo Includes a New
Introduction by the Author

Border Crossings
Thomas King is the first Native writer to generate widespread interest in both
Canada and the United States. He has been nominated twice for Governor
General's Awards, and his first novel, Medicine River, has been transformed into a
CBC movie. His books have been reviewed in publications such as The New York
Times Book Review, The Globe and Mail, and People magazine. King is also the
author of the serialized radio series The Dead Dog Café and is an accomplished
photographer. Border Crossings is the first full-length study to explore King's art.
Davidson, Walton, and Andrews employ a framework of postcolonial and border
studies theory to examine the concepts of nation, race, and sexuality in King's
work. They examine how King's art routinely explores cross-cultural dynamics,
including Native rights and race relations, American and Canadian cultural
interaction, and the artistic traditions of Europe and North America. The authors
argue that, by situating these concepts within a comic framework, King avoids the
polemics that often surface in cultural critiques. His writing engages, entertains,
and educates. This provocative analysis of King's art reads across cultures and
between borders, and makes an important contribution to the study of Native
writing, Canadian and American literature, border studies, and humour studies.
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A Multitude of Sins
From the #1 New York Times bestseller author of Sh*t My Dad Says, Justin Halpern,
comes a laugh-out-loud funny and deeply touching collection of personal stories
about relationships with the opposite sex, from a first kiss to getting engaged and
all the awkward moments in between. With Sh*t My Dad Says, Halpern brought his
brand of talented comedic writing to the world. Now, with this equally poignant,
hilarious, and provocative memoir, he establishes himself as one of popular
writing’s great humorists among the likes of David Sedaris, Sarah Vowell, and
David Rakoff. Fans of biting, honor-infused memoirs such as Me Talk Pretty One
Day and Assassination Vacation will find Halpern’s I Suck at Girls an unforgettable
journey into the best and worst moments of one man’s adventures in romance.

Rock Springs
A landmark new collection of stories from Richard Ford that showcases his
brilliance, sensitivity, and trademark wit and candor In Sorry for Your Trouble,
Pulitzer Prize winner and New York Times-bestselling author Richard Ford enacts a
stunning meditation on memory, love and loss. “Displaced” returns us to a young
man’s Mississippi adolescence, and to a shocking encounter with a young Irish
immigrant who recklessly tries to solace the narrator’s sorrow after his father’s
death. “Driving Up” follows an American woman’s late-in-life journey to Canada to
bid good-bye to a lost love now facing the end of this life. “The Run of Yourself,” a
novella, sees a New Orleans lawyer navigating the difficulties of living beyond his
Irish wife’s death. And “Nothing to Declare” follows a man and a woman’s chance
re-meeting in the New Orleans French Quarter, after twenty years, and their
discovery of what’s left of love for them. Typically rich with Ford’s emotional
lucidity and lyrical precision, Sorry for Your Trouble is a memorable collection from
one of our greatest writers.

The Granta Book of the American Short Story
A quartet of masterful novellas that returns Richard Ford to the territory that
sealed his reputation as an American master: the life of Frank Bascombe, hero of
his Pulitzer Prize–winning novel Independence Day. Richard Ford introduced the
world to his protean literary everyman, Frank Bascombe, aspiring novelist turned
sportswriter turned real estate agent, in his 1986 masterpiece The Sportswriter. A
lapidary account of the textures, sorrows and pleasures of one man’s ordinary life,
it laid the groundwork for the Pulitzer Prize–winning Independence Day, published
in 1996, followed by the last novel in the Bascombe trilogy, The Lay of the Land,
published in 2006. Over a period of twenty years, the Bascombe novels deepened
a portrait of one of the most unforgettable characters in American fiction, and in so
doing gave readers an indelible portrait of America. Now in Let Me Be Frank With
You, Ford returns to the territory that established him as an Updike for the
contemporary era, in a quartet of novella-length Bascombe stories, set in in the
aftermath and amid the calamitous circumstances of Hurricane Sandy. Of revisiting
Bascombe, Ford says, “What draws me to writing Frank Bascombe is what’s always
drawn me: he’s funny (and it’s thrilling to write things that are funny), but also he
offers me the chance to write into the breach between what Henry James calls
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‘bliss and bale’; in my own way, to connect ‘the things that help and the things
that hurt’ and to find some kind of reconciling vocabulary for both. I always think
that, when I’m writing Frank Bascombe, I have the chance to write about the most
important things I know, and that’s always been irresistible.” A moving, peerlessly
funny odyssey through America and through the layered consciousness of one of
its most compelling literary incarnations, the four stories in Let Me Be Frank With
You bear Bascombe’s unmistakable and now-famous imprint: a comic sensibility at
odds with the minutiae of everyday human dismay and bewilderment; a plainspoken acuity penetrating and expressing the shared wonder of modern existence;
and a mordant relish and caution for all things American.

The Bascombe Novels
First, I'll tell about the robbery our parents committed. Then about the murders,
which happened later.It was more bad instincts and bad luck that lead to Dell
Parsons' parents robbing a bank. They weren't reckless people, but in an instant,
their actions alter fifteen-year-old Dell's sense of normal life forever. In the days
that follow, he is saved before the authorities think to arrive. Driving across
Montana, his life hurtles towards the unknown; a hotel in a deserted town, the
violent and enigmatic Arthur Remlinger, and towards Canada itself. But, as Dell
discovers, in this new world of secrets and upheaval, he is not the only one whose
past lies on the other side of the border.

Canada
Edited byRichard Ford and featuring stories by Russell Banks, Alice Munro, Tobias
Wolff,Jhumpa Lahiri, JohnCheever, and many others, Blue Collar,White Collar, No
Collar is a profound and groundbreaking anthologyexploring resonant themes of
employment, service, and daily obligations asunique windows into our culture, our
society, and our very humanity. With ashare of proceeds going to assist the
literacynonprofit 826Michigan, this unforgettable collection of short fiction from
manyof contemporary literature’s most powerful authors limns the diverse
meanings of work in American culture today, even as itlooks to the future of the
American workforce and its capacity to succeedcreatively tomorrow.
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